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A Year of Accomplishment, Challenge, and Innovation
The Radcliffe Institute entered the academic year 2008–2009 poised to expand its programs and undertake exciting new ventures. The Institute's Fellowship Program welcomed fifty-two fellows into the newly renovated Byerly Hall, with much excitement about the possibilities for interaction offered by Byerly's carefully designed space. The Schlesinger Library, ready to begin in earnest its Maximum Access Project and accelerate manuscript processing, integrated nine new manuscript processors into its staff. Six Harvard faculty associates joined the Institute to lead the newly formed Academic Engagement Programs (AEP), which strategically expands the Institute's role as an intellectual innovator at Harvard. AEP provides new opportunities for Harvard faculty, Radcliffe Institute fellows, and Harvard students to interact, share knowledge, and initiate scholarly and research endeavors.

As the economic recession worsened and Harvard's financial situation changed, we faced the challenge of maintaining this momentum while significantly reducing our budget. In addressing this challenge, we were guided by the Institute's strategic vision of its three core programs—the Radcliffe Fellowship Program, the Schlesinger Library, and AEP—working synergistically to move forward the frontiers of knowledge. Institute staff, under the extraordinary leadership of department heads, found many creative, and often environmentally friendly, ways to reduce spending. The Fellowship Program, Schlesinger Library, and AEP leadership determined ways to reduce each of these core programs while preserving their essential shape, scope, and excellence, as described below. The new fiscal reality and the Institute's reliance on the endowment for over 80 percent of its operating budget, however, required us also to take the painful step of eliminating staff positions. It was difficult to say farewell to valued colleagues.

As we look forward to the coming years, all three of our core programs are strong and well focused. Individually and in concert, they are working to drive intellectual innovation at Harvard University and beyond.

Core Programs
The Fellowship Program once again provided an environment for discussion, debate, and broad, cross-disciplinary conversation among fellows, in which the work of artists, scientists, social scientists, and humanities scholars inspired and influenced one another's work. The year also saw several instances of fellows maintaining connections and planning future collaborations. Former fellows Christine Dakin RI '08 and Jane Wang RI '08 returned to the Institute to convene an Exploratory Seminar titled "Locomotion/Emotion: Human Perception of Complex Movement." Composer Kay Rhie, poet Gwyneth Lewis, and biologist Sheila Patek—all 2008–2009 fellows—are planning a conference on natural sounds in collaboration with the acoustics lab at Cornell University. Although the 2009–2010 fellowship class is smaller in response to budget cuts, it is richly diverse, with fellows from many fields finding common interests and transforming one another's research.
The Schlesinger Library, too, had a productive and fruitful year. It processed material at an unprecedented rate, including nearly double the volume of manuscripts and books; acquired several important manuscript collections; digitized portions of the existing collection; captured and archived born-digital materials such as blogs, Web sites, and e-mail; and assisted more than seven thousand researchers. The library faced special challenges in meeting the budget constraints because it had embarked on implementing its strategic plan, including the hiring of new staff members. To continue work on this important project, which aims to expedite and enhance access to new materials while moving forward with digital collecting, the library eliminated extra hours; scaled back acquisitions; slowed down efforts in preservation, diversification of collections, and outreach; and reduced staff in some areas. In spite of these cutbacks, the Schlesinger Library will continue to lead in digital media, as it both digitizes its existing collections and acquires born-digital material, such as blogs and electronic publications, to create e-material archives that will be essential sources of information for future generations of researchers.

Academic Engagement Programs (AEP) has as its mission increasing the ways in which the Radcliffe Institute fosters new intellectual ventures at Harvard and thereby strengthens ties to faculty and students. Just as the fellowship program establishes our place among institutes for advanced study, AEP realizes our role as a school within Harvard and helps to further the University agenda. Its programs also provide additional links between the fellowship program and library.

Just as the fellowship program establishes our place among institutes for advanced study, Academic Engagement Programs realizes our role as a school within Harvard and helps to further the University agenda. Its programs also provide additional links between the fellowship program and library.

The six faculty associates leading AEP hail from three different Harvard schools and diverse fields, bringing expertise in a wide variety of intellectual arenas. They have worked with the faculty throughout the Harvard community to develop new efforts in policy studies, social sciences, arts, and humanities, in addition to continuing programs in the sciences. Although our changed financial situation means that these efforts are growing more slowly, we have exciting plans for the coming years. In the humanities, we are looking forward to conferences on gender and space in spring 2010 and on the history and future of the book in fall 2010. Our social science faculty leaders are working on a policy studies initiative, which will bring together Harvard scholars with practitioners from city and state government agencies in a “social policy laboratory.” Our faculty leaders in the sciences are planning a symposium on patterning in nature for 2010 and have planned a “meet the investigators” program in which students meet in small groups with research scientists. Plans have also been made for roundtable discussions among faculty members and fellows across disciplinary boundaries. Although led by faculty from particular disciplines, each of these new activities spans many fields and engages thinking that crosses the sciences, the social sciences, the humanities, and involves the arts.

Looking Back, Looking Forward
The Radcliffe Institute had the great honor of hosting two Supreme Court justices this year. A conversation between Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg and two Massachusetts-based judges, appeals court chief judge Sandra Lynch and district court judge Nancy Gertner, moderated by Linda Greenhouse...
'68, launched this year's gender conference, titled "Gender and the Law: Unintended Consequences, Unsettled Questions." This extraordinarily successful conference brought together a stunning group of speakers and drew an audience of almost six hundred. On Radcliffe Day, in June, Justice Sandra Day O'Connor received the 2009 Radcliffe Institute Medal and delivered the address at our Annual Luncheon. Both justices spoke movingly about the many ways in which women's circumstances have changed, whether in the legal profession and in other important areas, over the span of their careers; both noted the promise that this progress holds for the future and also highlighted areas in which work remains to be done.

The Radcliffe Institute can be proud of all it has accomplished in its first decade. It has taken its place among the world's leading institutes for advanced study, attracting more than 6,500 fellowship applications from women and men in all corners of the world and bringing to Harvard more than 450 women and men who are leading scholars, scientists, and artists. The Institute has also become an important locus for the launch of new collaborative research efforts, interdisciplinary investigations, and cross-disciplinary conversations that expand and develop research and scholarship.

In the coming year, as the Radcliffe Institute begins its second decade, we will celebrate the intellectual communities we have fostered and the creative inquiry, groundbreaking research, and exemplary art those communities have engendered during our first ten years. We look forward to welcoming alumnae/i, friends, and fellows to a 10th-anniversary symposium on October 8 and 9, 2009, and to events throughout our anniversary year that will continue the celebration. We also look forward to continuing to be a place where intellectual endeavors push forward the frontiers of knowledge; where research, scholarship, and art are transformed in an environment in which leading experts from different disciplines and of different generations interact with and learn from one another; and where faculty members and students at Harvard and beyond are able to take risks in exploring new problems and novel approaches.

BARBARA J. GROSZ
Dean, Radcliffe Institute for Advanced Study
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Attendees discuss research presented at the poster session for the science symposium, “Improving Decision Making: Interdisciplinary Lessons from the Natural and Social Sciences”

A capacity crowd at “Gender and the Law: Unintended Consequences, Unanswered Questions”

Justice Sandra Day O’Connor receives the 2009 Radcliffe Institute Medal

Researchers at the Schlesinger Library
MARTHA ACKMANN
Augustus Anson Whitney Scholar
Mount Holyoke College
NONFICTION
Curveball: Toni Stone’s Challenge to Baseball and America

JOANNA AIZENBERG
Susan S. and Kenneth L. Wallach Professor at Radcliffe
Harvard University
NATURAL SCIENCES AND MATHEMATICS
Connecting Engineering, Physics, Chemistry, Biology, and Architecture Through Biomimetics

KATHARINA AL-SHAMERY
Carl von Ossietzky University (Germany)
MATERIALS SCIENCE
Using Light for Chemical Reactions

ANNE E. BECKER
Elizabeth S. and Richard M. Cashin Fellow
Harvard Medical School
ANTHROPOLOGY
Navigating Body, Self, and Society Across Adolescence: A Mental Health Crisis in Fiji

WENDY CADGE
Suzanne Young Murray Fellow
Brandeis University
SOCIOLOGY
Paging God: Religion in the Halls of Medicine

PETER S. CAHN
Katherine Hampson Bessef Fellow
University of Oklahoma
ANTHROPOLOGY
The Great Commission: Direct Sales and Direct Faith

VICKI CARON
Walter Jackson Bate Fellow
Cornell University
HISTORY
Catholic-Jewish Relations in France, 1870–1914

MICHELLE CLAYTON
University of California at Los Angeles
COMPARATIVE LITERARY AND CULTURAL STUDIES
Moving Bodies of the Avant-Garde

JUDITH COFFIN
University of Texas at Austin
HISTORY
Reading Beauvoir: The Second Sex in the Postwar World

CAROL ESPY-WILSON
Sargent-Faulk Fellow
University of Maryland at College Park
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Robust Speech Recognition

SUSAN FALUDI
Evelyn Green Davis Fellow
Independent Writer (United States)
NONFICTION AND CURRENT ISSUES
Mother-Daughter Relations and Their Effect on US Feminism

DAVID FISHER
Indiana University
MATHEMATICS AND APPLIED MATHEMATICS
Quasi-isometry Classification of Groups and Graphs

ELLEN FITZPATRICK
Lillian Gollay Knaefel Fellow
University of New Hampshire
HISTORY
Where We Were in ’68: Presidential Politics and American Ideals

MARLA FREDERICK
Joy Foundation Fellow
Harvard University
RELIGION
Televised Redemption: Religion, Media, and Racial Uplift in the Black Atlantic World

PAUL GINSZPARG
Benjamin White Whitney Scholar
Cornell University
PHYSICS
Applied Open Access

LAURY GUTIÉRREZ
La Donna Musciale (United States)
MUSIC
The Artistic Development of Repertory for Concerts, Educational Performances, and Recordings of Early Music Written by Women Composers

JAMES HABER
HeLEN PUTNAM FELLOw
Brandeis University
GENETICS
DNA Repair by Recombination

MARTIN HARRIES
Burkhardt Fellow
New York University
COMPARATIVE LITERATURE
Theater after Film

HAUWA IBRAHIM
Rita E. Hauser Fellow
Aries Law Firm (Nigeria)
WOMEN’S AND GENDER STUDIES
Women, Justice, and Sharia Law

MEG JACOBS
Jeanne Rosselet Fellow
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
HISTORY
Panic at the Pump: The Energy Crisis and the Challenges of Conservative Governance Since the 1970s

HYUN KYUNG KIM
David and Roberta Logie Fellow and Radcliffe-Harvard Film Study Center Fellow
Independent Filmmaker (South Korea)
FILM/VIDEO MAKING
In Search of a State of Mind

MONA LENA KROOK
HRDY Fellow
Washington University in St. Louis
POLITICAL SCIENCE
The Global Diffusion and Impact of Candidate Gender Quotas

ERIN LEAHEY
William Bentinck-Smith Fellow
University of Arizona
SOCIOLOGY
Interdisciplinarity and Inequality

GWYNETH LEWIS
Mildred Londa Weisman Fellow
Independent Scholar (Wales)
POETRY
A Hospital Odyssey

ANNE MAKEPEACE
David and Roberta Logie Fellow and Radcliffe-Harvard Film Study Center Fellow
Independent Artist (United States)
FILM/VIDEO MAKING
Âs Nutayuneân— We Still Live Here

BENJAMIN MARKOVITS
Constance E. Smith Fellow
Royal Holloway, University of London (England)
FICTION
Childish Love

EMANUEL MAYER
Radcliffe Institute Fellow
University of Chicago
CLASSIC/ANCIENT LANGUAGES
The Ancient Bourgeoisie: Economics, Urban Planning, and a New Aesthetic, 100 BC–AD 200

TSEVI MAZEH
Tel Aviv University (Israel)
ASTRONOMY
Discovery of Transiting Extrasolar Planets

GAIL MAZUR
The Carl and Lily Pforzheimer Foundation Fellow
Emerson College
POETRY
In Another Country

JOHN P. MCCORMICK
American Fellow
University of Chicago
POLITICAL SCIENCE
Machiavellian Democracy

WWW.RADCLIFFE.EDU
ELIZABETH MCCRACKEN
FRIEDA L. MILLER FELLOW
Independent Writer (United States)
FICTION
Thunderstruck Not Lightning-struck

SARAH MESSER
University of North Carolina at Wilmington
POETRY
MOUSE ORACLE

CHIORI MIYAGAWA
Bard College
PLAYWRITING
The True Flower: Deity, Warrior, Madwoman, Ghost, and Demon

THRI SHANTHA NANAYAK KARA
COSPONSORED BY THE HARVARD UNIVERSITY COMMITTEE ON HUMAN RIGHTS STUDIES
Independent Scholar (Sri Lanka)
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
Ground Contact, Force Constrained Robot Locomotion on Soft-Terrain Conditions for Humanitarian Demining

PRIYAMVADA NATARajan
EMELINE BIGELOW CONLAND FELLOW AND BUNTING FELLOW
Yale University
ASTRONOMY
Probing the Nature of Dark Energy with Gravitational Lensing

VIET THANH NGUYEN
SUZANNE YOUNG MURRAY FELLOW
University of Southern California
AMERICAN STUDIES
A Country Not Our Own: Memory and the American War in Viet Nam

RACHEL OLLIVIER
École Normale Supérieure (France)
MATHEMATICS AND APPLIED MATHEMATICS
Representations of p-adic Reductive Groups in Characteristic p

SHEILA PATEK
EDWARD, FRANCES, AND SHIRLEY B. DANIELS FELLOW
University of California at Berkeley
EVOLUTIONARY AND ORGANISMIC BIOLOGY
Acoustic Communication in Ancient and Living Seas

DAVEN PRESGRAVES
GRASS FELLOW
University of Rochester
EVOLUTIONARY AND ORGANISMIC BIOLOGY
Sex Chromosomes and the Origin of Species

JOANNE RAPPAPORT
MATINA S. HORNER DISTINGUISHED VISITING PROFESSOR
Georgetown University
ANTHROPOLOGY
The Meaning of Mestizaje in Early Colonial New Granada

KAY RHEE
RIEMAN AND BAKETEL FELLOW FOR MUSIC
Cornell University
MUSIC
“Songs without Words” and a Percussion Concerto

LINDA DAI RIKI SHORTLIFFE
WILLIAM AND FLORA HEWLETT FOUNDATION FELLOW
Stanford University
MEDICAL SCIENCES
Dynamics of Gender, Race, and Background in Urology

KATHLEEN SIWICKI
Swarthmore College
NEUROSCIENCE
Flirt or Flight: The Neuroscience of Social Behavior in Fruit Flies

JING TSU
Yale University
LITERATURE
Bend the Mother Tongue: Sinophone Literature

M ANUEL VARGAS
University of San Francisco
PHILOSOPHY
Building Better Beings: Agency and the Circumstances of Responsibility

KOEN VERMEIR
Katholieke Universiteit Leuven (Belgium)
HISTORY AND PHILOSOPHY
The Powers of the Imagination: Subtle Vapours Connecting Body and Soul

JANE WALDFOGEL
MARION CABOT PUTNAM MEMORIAL FELLOW
Columbia University School of Social Work
SOCIAL SCIENCES
Britain’s War on Poverty

NICHOLAS WATSON
KATHERINE AND PETER SACHS FACULTY ASSOCIATE FELLOW
Harvard University
LITERATURE
Balaam’s Ass: Vernacular Theology and the Secularization of England, 1050–1550

BJÖRN WEILER
Aberystwyth University (Wales)
HISTORY
Kingship in the Medieval West, 950–1250

KIM M. WILLIAMS
MARY I. BUNTING INSTITUTE FELLOW
John F. Kennedy School of Government, Harvard University
POLITICAL SCIENCE
Transition: The Politics of Racial and Ethnic Change in Urban America

GUOQI XU
Kalamazoo College
HISTORY
Fusion of Civilizations: Chinese Laborers in Europe and the United States during the Great War and Their Role in China’s Search for Internationalization

STEVEN J. ZIPPERSTEIN
VERA M. SCHUYLER INSTITUTE FELLOW
Stanford University
HISTORY
A Cultural History of Russian and East European Jewry, Eighteenth Century to the Present

Graduate Fellows

SARAH C. HALPERN-MEEKIN
Harvard University
SOCIOLOGY AND SOCIAL POLICY
A Relationship Legacy: The Intergenerational Transmission of Marriage and Divorce

LAURIE MCVINTOSH
Harvard University
ANTHROPOLOGY

HOLLY MING
Harvard University
PUBLIC POLICY
Labor Market Transition of Second-Generation Migrant Workers in Chinese Cities

DANIEL SCHLOZMAN
Harvard University
POLITICAL SCIENCE
The Making of Partisan Majorities
An Encouraging Year, Despite Challenges

The past year will be remembered by most individuals and institutions as challenging, and the Radcliffe Institute is no exception. Until this year, we at Radcliffe had been proud that more than 80 percent of our operating budget was derived from our endowment. The economic landscape to which we were accustomed changed rapidly, however, and now we must refocus our approach to fundraising—pursuing more unrestricted gifts that will help us cushion the Institute in times like these.

The total amount of money raised for the Radcliffe Institute in FY09 was $6,692,720. Although we did not reach our fundraising goal, we are proud of the contributions we received and profoundly grateful to those of you who supported the Institute during the year.

Some encouraging results are worth noting:
• For annual unrestricted operations, we raised a total of $1,722,586—a 20 percent increase over the previous year.
• Planned gifts were up by 47 percent, for a total of $1,797,094.
• Luncheons and dinners were held in Cambridge, Los Angeles, New York, and San Francisco to thank Radcliffe donors at the Associate level and above. Donors in those four cities welcomed the opportunity to hear an update about the Institute’s overall progress from Dean Barbara J. Grosz, and a report about current acquisitions and activities at the library from Nancy F. Cott, the Carl and Lily Pforzheimer Foundation Director of the Arthur and Elizabeth Schlesinger Library on the History of Women in America and Jonathan Trumbull Professor of American History in the Faculty of Arts and Sciences.

Radcliffe Day
Radcliffe Day took place on June 5, the day after Harvard Commencement, in accordance with tradition. By all accounts, it was among the most popular and successful Radcliffe Days ever. Supreme Court Justice Sandra Day O’Connor received the Radcliffe Institute Medal, and nine hundred people attended the luncheon to see her receive the award and deliver her keynote remarks. The morning Commemorative Service took place at Christ Church Cambridge, and the Radcliffe Awards Symposium was held at the American Repertory Theater. For the first time, a past Radcliffe fellow was among the honorees at the symposium.

Events
Over the past year, the Institute shared its work with audiences across the country through approximately twenty events. Marilyn Dunn, executive director of the Schlesinger Library, and Mary Maples Dunn, former director of the library, each delivered remarks about the Schlesinger’s archives and collections to assembled groups of alumnae in Cambridge and New York. Dean Grosz reported

In the fall, we also hosted an evening with Anna Deavere Smith at the American Repertory Theater. Smith, a 1991–1992 Bunting fellow, performed a one-woman show, Let Me Down Easy . . . . Afterward, three current fellows interviewed her about her connection to the topic and her writing process.
to many groups on the state of the Institute. Former and current fellows gave talks on topics as varied as the violence associated with Mexican drug gangs, Britain’s war on poverty, defending women in Islamic Sharia courts, the mother-daughter problem in American feminism, and Ethiopian musical styles. In the fall, we also hosted an evening with Anna Deavere Smith at the American Repertory Theater. Smith, a 1991–1992 Bunting fellow, performed a one-woman show, *Let Me Down Easy*. The Radcliffe Institute purchased a block of seats and invited former Bunting and Radcliffe Institute fellows to see Smith’s performance. Afterward, three current fellows interviewed her about her connection to the topic and her writing process. A reception followed.

**Institute’s 10th Anniversary Plans Well Under Way**

Ten years ago this October, Radcliffe became an institute for advanced study, with the mission of fostering transformative work in the arts, humanities, sciences, and social sciences. We are now one of the world’s premier institutions of this type. We hope that many of you will join us during 2009–2010 to celebrate a decade of groundbreaking research, creative thinking, and impressive discoveries—and in exploring topics that will spur future advances. Activities will take place throughout the academic year, and some are planned beyond our own Radcliffe Yard so that more of you can be involved. The Institute would not be where it is today without its generous supporters. Thank you for your role in transforming the Institute over the past decade and for your continued commitment.

With all best wishes,

SHARYN BAHN

Associate Dean for Advancement
Tackling Financial Challenges with a Conservative Approach

The 2008–2009 fiscal year was a challenging one for the Radcliffe Institute, as well as for the rest of Harvard. Given anticipated investment losses, we worked to cut our current and future spending significantly. We had not yet fully embarked on new academic plans, so we were able to postpone or slow the development of some of the dean’s initiatives. The Fay House renovation (the last of our multiyear capital master plan) was put on hold, enabling us to pay down other capital debt. Every department at Radcliffe evaluated its budget to identify spending cuts for 2008–2009 and future years. Because endowment income is set the previous year, it was not affected in 2008–2009 by the market decline. Thus, our total revenue increased by 16 percent over the prior year, although non-endowment gift income was down 10 percent. Our spending increased by 13 percent over the spending in 2007–2008, but it was 7 percent lower than originally budgeted. We expect a similar spending reduction in 2009–2010.

As part of the annual budget process last spring, we undertook a long-term cash flow analysis incorporating the University’s expectations for endowment payout and economic recovery. Some of our largest funds are so new that market conditions make it likely they will have insufficient appreciation to support the normal payout (making them “underwater funds”). The combination of underwater funds and pessimistic assumptions for the next several years indicated that in years to come our revenue would fall below our projected spending. The analysis made it clear that substantial cuts were needed to bring spending in line with revenue projections. Departments made cuts on the basis of priorities and strategic planning. Although reductions were initially sought in non-personnel categories, we nevertheless found it necessary to lay off about 10 percent of our staff at the end of 2008–2009. At our new, reduced spending level, the surpluses we had in 2008–2009 and expect in 2009–2010 will enable us to weather several years of significantly lower revenue. The market value of our endowment is $437 million as of June 30, 2009, a drop of 30 percent from the prior year.

The 13 percent increase in FY09 expenses was driven in part by a 31 percent increase at the Schlesinger Library, where we had assigned additional resources to address the backlog in manuscript processing. Continuing this five-year project is the Schlesinger’s top priority, and its staff has made significant short-term reductions in other areas to support it. The other large increase—29 percent—came in “Other,” reflecting the higher debt service related to the completion of the Byerly Hall renovation and the increased level of depreciation from that project. Costs of Academic Engagement Programs went down 10 percent because the new initiatives were the easiest to slow down on short notice.

After operating expenses and capital costs, including capital project funding and principal payments on debt, the Institute ended the year with a surplus of $1.5 million in unrestricted funds. Operating expenses include $0.7 million in interest on debt. Debt principal
payments were also $0.7 million. As of June 30, 2009, the Institute had loans payable of $17.3 million (compared with $18.7 million on June 30, 2008), reflecting a pay-down of part of the new debt for the Byerly Hall renovations. The Institute contributed $5.2 million to funding capital projects in 2008–2009, including Byerly Hall and several smaller projects.

We received cash gifts totaling $1.8 million in restricted and unrestricted current use gifts and cash gifts for endowment of $3.2 million in 2008–2009.

The coming years will be challenging financially, but we have planned a conservative approach to our endowment, to ensure that as the market recovers, Radcliffe will be poised to pick up the pace in implementing Dean Barbara J. Grosz’s plans and vision. The fact that the Institute leadership and staff consistently manage our resources wisely and frugally will keep us in good shape. We continue to be grateful for the generosity of alumnae/i and friends, particularly in the current economic climate.

SUSAN S. PINTUS
Associate Dean of Finance

Financial Summary
Radcliffe Institute for Advanced Study
Fiscal Year July 1, 2008–June 30, 2009

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Revenue (in thousands)</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gift and Grant Income</td>
<td>1,792</td>
<td>(6%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Endowment Income</td>
<td>24,499</td>
<td>(89%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Income</td>
<td>1,313</td>
<td>(5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Revenue</strong></td>
<td>27,604</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Expenses by Function (in thousands)</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fellowship Program direct spending</td>
<td>5,456</td>
<td>(25%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schlesinger Library direct spending</td>
<td>4,741</td>
<td>(21%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Academic Engagement Programs direct spending</td>
<td>1,316</td>
<td>(6%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>External Relations</td>
<td>2,582</td>
<td>(12%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Administration</td>
<td>2,404</td>
<td>(11%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facilities</td>
<td>2,541</td>
<td>(11%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other, including depreciation, debt service</td>
<td>3,159</td>
<td>(14%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Expense</strong></td>
<td>22,199</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
GRANTS AND ACQUISITIONS, ARTHUR AND ELIZABETH SCHLESINGER LIBRARY ON THE HISTORY OF WOMEN IN AMERICA

GRANTS

The Carol K. Pforzheimer Student Fellowships

JULIA LINDPAINTNER ’09
Framing the “Milk Problem”: “Milk Banks” and “Milk Stations” in Response to Infant Mortality in Boston, 1900–1920

NICK NAVARRO ’10
The Tribute to the 60th Anniversary of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights

ANDRES CASTRO SAMAYOA ’10
Constructing the “Harvard Man” 1909–1933: President Abbott Lawrence Lowell, Radcliffe College, and the Undergraduate Student Body

ELYSE TRAVERSE ’11
Gender in Medicine: The Rise of Female Doctors

MARTABEL WASSERMAN ’10
Feminist Politics as Art and Archive

YI WEI ’10
Social Entrepreneurship: Citizen Empowerment for Catalyzing Social Transformation

Research Support Grants

Amy Aronson
Fordham University
To Live Greatly, That Is the Thing: The Life and Times of Crystal Eastman

KATHERINE E. BLISS
Center for Strategic and International Studies
The Purpose of Exile: Línea De Vries and the Politics of Public Health in Mexico

GAIA CARAMELLINO
Politecnico di Torino, Italy
The Women’s Presence in New York “Housing Discourse” During the 1930s: Mary Simkhovitch’s Contribution to the Field of Low-Cost Public Housing

LESLIE MIDKIFF DE BAUCHE
University of Wisconsin at Stevens Point
Ways to Use the “American Girl”: How the Film, Fashion, and Advertising Industries Adopted and Adapted the Traits of the “American Girl” between 1900 and 1930 as They Made, Then Sold, Movies, Clothing, Face Cream, and American National Identity

JESSICA ENOCH
University of Pittsburgh
Claiming Space: Feminist Rhetorical Investigations of Educational Geographies

LESLIE KORN AND RUDOLPH RYSER
Center for Traditional Medicine
Chocolate, Chilies, and Coconuts: The Culture and Cuisine of West Mexico

DEAN J. KOTLOWSKI
Salisbury University
Heir Apparent: Paul V. McNutt and the Age of FDR

SARA MARCUS
Riot Grrrl: Culture Wars, Feminism, and Punk Rock Girl Power in the Nineties

STACY RUSSO
Chapman University
June Jordan’s Activist Teaching

KATHLEEN M. RYAN
Miami University
Homefront Heroines: The WAVES of World War II

KAREN MANNERS SMITH
Emporia State University
Mother of Paramedics: The Life of Nancy L. Caroline, MD

JUSTIN D. SPRING
Willing Exiles: Five Americans in 1950s Paris

JONATHAN ZIMMERMANN
New York University
States of Desire: A Global History of Sex Education

Dissertation Support Grants

MEGAN PERLE BOWMAN
University of California at Santa Barbara
Networking for Global Perfection: The International Dimension of Nineteenth-Century Fourierism

CAITLIN CASEY
Yale University
From Beloved Community to Global Community: Trans-nationalism in American Social Activism, 1962–1975

JENNIFER DONNALLY
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill

MARJORIE ELVIN FOY
University of North Carolina at Greensboro
“I Have Sugar and They Tell Me I’m Bad”: Gestational Diabetes and the Labeling of Women, 1921–1990

LINDSAY HAYES
University of Maryland
Congressional Widowhood, Gubernatorial Surrogacy, and Spousal Sequencing: A Rhetorical History of Women’s Distinct Paths to Public Office

JENNIFER L. HOLLAND
University of Wisconsin at Madison

DIANA RAMIREZ JASSO
Harvard University
Reinventing the Garden: Childhood and Architecture, 1800–1910

JILL JENSEN
University of California at Santa Barbara
International Labor Standards and the Building of Two Postwar Orders, 1919–1954

WILLIAM KUBY
University of Pennsylvania
Cold Feet: Non-Marriage, Neglected Vows, and Unlawful Wedlock in the United States, 1865–1940
CHERYL LEMUS
Northern Illinois University
The “Maternal Glow”: Medicine, Consumer Culture, and the Modern Twentieth-Century Pregnancy in America

ALLISON MILLER
Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey
Gendered Coercion: Progressive Penology and the Troublesome Tomboy, 1920s–1940s

JENNIFER TOMAS
Binghamton University, State University of New York

HAIPENG ZHOU
Emory University
Expression of Our Life within Us: Epistolary Practice of American Women in Republican China (1912–1949)

Oral History Grants

LAURA DELUCA
University of Colorado at Boulder
Lost Girls of Sudan Find Their Voices: An Oral History of a Female African Refugee Group in the United States

KANDACE CREEL FALCON
University of Minnesota
“This is our home!” Chicanas (Story) Telling Life, Love, and Identity in the Midwest

JENNIFER L. HOLLAND
University of Wisconsin at Madison

MERIBAH KNIGHT
Northwestern University
Will the Circle Be Unbroken: The Oral History of Women’s Sewing Circles in America

JENNA MARIE MELLOR
Harvard University
From Orgasms to Organizing! Voices of the Sex-Positive Movement from Rural Texas to the Streets of San Francisco

NICOLE NEWENDORP
Harvard University
The “Age” of Migration: Chinese-born Elderly in the United States

ACQUISITIONS

Personal and Family Papers

LUCILE ADLER
poet

MIRIAM JAY WARTS ANDRAS
photographer

HATTIE J. ATWOOD
diaries, 1909–1939

ERNESTA DRINKER BALLARD
horticulturalist, feminist, and civic leader

PETER TOWNSEND BARLOW
judge overseeing women’s night court in Manhattan

SUZANNE BENTON
artist, feminist, workshop leader

JANET K. BOLES
interviews with supporters and opponents of the ERA

PEG BRACKEN
author

MARJORIE BRAUDE
psychiatrist, advocate for women’s health care issues, activist against domestic violence

JOAN R. CHALLINOR
civic leader, writer

SAMUEL AND NARCISSE CHAMBERLAIN
index cards, probably itemizing the contents of their book collection

FAY CHANDLER
artist

MAE CHAPIN
Presbyterian missionary

JUNE CLARKE
scrapbook

NANCY WAINGER COHEN
midwife and childbirth writer and speaker

ELIZABETH ELLERY DANA
personal and business letters

CARLA DESANTIS
founder of Rockgrl magazine

IDA FULLER FORD
military wife, stationed in Philippines

KEIKO FUKUDA
highest ranking female judoist in the world

CATHERINE ATWATER GALBRAITH
writer and wife of economics professor and diplomat John Kenneth Galbraith

ELIZABETH HAZARD UFFORD GREEN
recipes, 1923–1934

ELIZABETH BLODGETT HALL
educator, family correspondence

BERTHA HUMEZ HATVARY
Radcliffe graduate, family correspondence

JOHN HOERR
author, We Can’t Eat Prestige: The Women Who Organized Harvard

VICTORIA OGDEN HOWARTH
scrapbook, 1907–1911

MALA HTUN
political scientist

RUTH HUBBARD
biologist, feminist

PEARL ALICE HYDLER
psychotherapist

RONA JAFFE
novelist

CATHERINE A. MACKINNON
feminist lawyer, professor

MARSHALL FAMILY
three generations

RUTH S. MORGENTHAU
professor of international relations

ELEANOR MORRIS
psychiatric patient
CONSTANCE F. PARVEY
Lutheran minister

EPIE A. PENNY
diaries, 1896–1897

ELIZABETH ROGERS
letters to Elizabeth Rogers from
Carole Roos

FLORENCE RUSH
feminist, social worker

ELLEN WILLIS
journalist, feminist

Organizational Records
American Bar Association, Committee
on Women in the Profession. Women
Trailblazers in the Law Oral History
Project (interviews with senior
women lawyers)

Cambridge Women in Cable (teach
and share video-production skills)

Camp Kehonka (Wolfeboro, New
Hampshire)

Girls’ camping collection (removed
from Camp Fire for Eastern
Massachusetts Council)

Helaine Victoria Press (research, print,
distribute postcards on women’s
history)

League of Women Voters of Boston
(advocate citizen involvement in
politics)

Silent Spring Institute (breast cancer
awareness)

Society for Menstrual Cycle Research
(influence public policy in women’s
health issues)

Tarentum Book Club (Pennsylvania

Thanks Be To Grandmother Winifred
Foundation (grants to older women)

Women’s Research & Education Insti-
tute (gathers, synthesizes, and analyzes
policy-relevant information on issues
that concern or affect women)

The recently renovated sunken garden
graces Byerly Hall’s side yard.
Radcliffe Institute Fellows' Presentation Series

Direct Faith and Direct Sales in Mexico
Peter S. Cahn, 2008–2009 Katherine Hampson Bessell Fellow at the Radcliffe Institute, University of Oklahoma
Wednesday, September 17, 2008

Lying About Lord Byron
Benjamin Markovits, 2008–2009 Constance E. Smith Fellow at the Radcliffe Institute, Royal Holloway, University of London, England
Monday, September 22, 2008

Catholic Political Mobilization and Antisemitic Violence in Fin-de-Siècle France: The Case of the Union Nationale
Vicki Caron, 2008–2009 Walter Jackson Bate Fellow at the Radcliffe Institute, Cornell University
Wednesday, September 24, 2008

The Pleasures of Love and Libation: French Airs by Julie Pinel and Other Parisian Women
Directed by Laury Gutiérrez, 2008–2009 Radcliffe Institute fellow, La Donna Musicale
Wednesday, September 24, 2008

The Politics of Racial and Ethnic Change
Wednesday, December 10, 2008

Colored Television: Religion, Media, and Racial Uplift in the Black Atlantic World
Marla Frederick, 2008–2009 Joy Foundation Fellow at the Radcliffe Institute, Harvard University
Wednesday, November 12, 2008

Connecting Engineering, Physics, Chemistry, Biology, and Architecture Through Biomimetics
Joanna Aizenberg, 2008–2009 Susan S. and Kenneth L. Wallach Professor at the Radcliffe Institute, Harvard University
Wednesday, November 19, 2008

Stability and Instability in Repairing Broken Chromosomes
James Haber, 2008–2009 Katherine and Peter Sachs Faculty Associate Fellow at the Radcliffe Institute, Harvard University
Wednesday, December 3, 2008

In Praise of Mediocrity: The Defense of Imperfection in Late Medieval England
Nicholas Watson, 2008–2009 Radcliffe Institute fellow, Harvard University
Wednesday, December 10, 2008

Unraveling the Dark Side of the Universe
Priyamvada Natarajan, 2008–2009 Emeline Bigelow Conland Fellow and Bunting Fellow at the Radcliffe Institute, Yale University
Wednesday, January 21, 2009

The Neurobiology of Social Behavior in Fruit Flies
Kathleen Siwicki, 2008–2009 Radcliffe Institute fellow, Swarthmore College
Wednesday, January 28, 2009

The Neurobiology of Social Behavior in Fruit Flies
Kathleen Siwicki, 2008–2009 Radcliffe Institute fellow, Swarthmore College
Wednesday, January 28, 2009

The Neurobiology of Social Behavior in Fruit Flies
Kathleen Siwicki, 2008–2009 Radcliffe Institute fellow, Swarthmore College
Wednesday, January 28, 2009
Radcliffe Institute Fellows’ Presentation Series
Panic at the Pump: Energy Policy in Historical Perspective
Meg Jacobs, 2008–2009 Jeanne Rosselet Fellow at the Radcliffe Institute, Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Wednesday, May 13, 2009

Radcliffe Institute Fellows’ Presentation Series
“A Poetry Reading”
Sarah Messer, 2008–2009 Radcliffe Institute fellow, University of North Carolina at Wilmington
Monday, May 18, 2009

Fellow Event
Book Launch: Devi (Linus Publications, 2009)
By Thrishantha Nanayakkara, 2008–2009 Radcliffe Institute fellow cosponsored by the Harvard University Committee on Human Rights Studies, Independent Scholar (Sri Lanka)
Tuesday, May 19, 2009

Fellow Event
“Economies of Art in an Entrepreneurial Society”
Conference organized and moderated by Koen Vermey, 2008–2009 Radcliffe Institute fellow, Katholieke Universiteit Leuven (Belgium); and Viet Thanh Nguyen, 2008–2009 Suzanne Young Murray Fellow at the Radcliffe Institute, University of Southern California. Introduction by Barbara J. Grosz, dean, Radcliffe Institute for Advanced Study, Harvard University
Tuesday, June 2, 2009

ARTHUR AND ELIZABETH SCHLESINGER LIBRARY ON THE HISTORY OF WOMEN IN AMERICA

Exhibition at Byerly Hall
Until That Last Breath! Women with HIV/AIDS
Monday, September 8, 2008–Friday, May 15, 2009

Movie Night at the Schlesinger Library
Spanglish (2004), directed by James L. Brooks
A discussion with Linda Schlossberg, Harvard University, followed the film.
Wednesday, October 1, 2008

Exhibition
From Exclusion to Empowerment: Chinese American Women in New England
Friday, October 17, 2008–Friday, March 6, 2009

2008–2009 Boston Seminar Series on the History of Women and Gender
“Second/Third Wave Feminism: The Case of Helen Gurley Brown”
Jennifer Scanlon, Bowdoin College, with commentary by Alice Jardine, Harvard University Cosponsored by the Massachusetts Historical Society
Thursday, October 23, 2008

Movie Night at the Schlesinger Library
Freaks (1932), directed by Tod Browning
A discussion with Gerald Peary, Boston Phoenix, followed the film.
Wednesday, November 5, 2008

Schlesinger Exhibition Reception

From Exclusion to Empowerment: Chinese American Women in New England
A lecture by Jennie Chin Hansen, president of the American Association of Retired Persons (AARP), preceded the reception.
Monday, December 1, 2008

Movie Night at the Schlesinger Library
La Corona (2008), directed by Amanda Micheli and Isabel Vega, and Perfect Image? (1988), directed by Maureen Blackwood
A discussion with Melissa Dollman, Schlesinger Library, and Amy Sloper, Harvard Film Archive, followed the films.
Wednesday, December 3, 2008

Schlesinger Library Book Sale 2008
Wednesday, December 17, 2008

Movie Night at the Schlesinger Library
Dogfight (1991), directed by Nancy Savoca
A discussion with Andrea Walsh, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, followed the film.
Wednesday, March 4, 2009

Exhibition
A Case for Women
Presented in conjunction with conference “Gender and the Law: Unintended Consequences, Unsettled Questions”
Monday, March 9, 2009–Friday, October 9, 2009

2008–2009 Boston Seminar Series on the History of Women and Gender
“A Domestic Market: Reframing International Marriages in the Age of US Expansionism”
Amy G. Richter, Clark University, with commentary by Frank Costigliola, University of Connecticut Cosponsored by the Massachusetts Historical Society
Thursday, March 19, 2009

Movie Night at the Schlesinger Library
Marty (1953), directed by Delbert Mann
A discussion with Judith Smith, University of Massachusetts at Boston, followed the film.
Wednesday, April 1, 2009

2008–2009 Boston Seminar Series on the History of Women and Gender
“Anticolonial Feminism in the Cold War Era”
Jacqueline Castledine, Empire State College, State University of New York, with commentary by Margaret Burnham, Northeastern University Cosponsored by the Massachusetts Historical Society
Thursday, April 16, 2009
Movie Night at the Schlesinger Library

*Never Perfect* (2007), directed by Regina Park, and *The Mirror Lied* (1998), directed by Jennifer Haskin-O'Reggio

A discussion with Elena Creef, Wellesley College, followed the films.

Wednesday, May 6, 2009

A Seminar Taught by Barbara Ketcham Wheaton

“Reading Historic Cookbooks: A Structured Approach”

Sunday, June 7, 2009–Friday, June 12, 2009

**ACADEMIC ENGAGEMENT PROGRAMS**

**Exploratory Seminar**

*Biracial Women Poets*

Brenda Shaughnessy ’01, Princeton University

August 1–4, 2008

**Exploratory Seminar**

*Gender-Based Violence in Recent Intra-State Conflicts*

Michael VanRooyen, Harvard Medical School

September 19–20, 2008

**2008–2009 Lecture in the Sciences**

*Reading Between the Spectral Lines: Revealing Interactions Within Living Cells*

Carol Robinson, professor of biological chemistry, University of Cambridge, England

Monday, October 6, 2008

**Eighth Annual Navin Narayan Memorial Lecture**

*What Terrorists Want: Understanding the Enemy, Containing the Threat*

Louise Richardson, executive dean, Radcliffe Institute for Advanced Study, Harvard University

Wednesday, October 15, 2008

**2008–2009 Dean’s Lecture Series**

*Eliminating Disparities in Healthcare: The Role of Healthcare Professionals*

Lisa A. Cooper, professor of medicine, Johns Hopkins Medical Institutions

Thursday, October 16, 2008

**Exploratory Seminar**

*High-Dimensional Data Analysis: Perspectives from the Interface of Statistics, Biology, and the Information Sciences*

Tianxi Cai ’08, Harvard School of Public Health; Patrick Wolfe, Harvard School of Engineering and Applied Sciences

October 24–25, 2008

**2008–2009 Dean’s Lecture Series**

*“Can’t You See I’m Busy? Computers That Know When to Interrupt”*

Barbara J. Grosz, Radcliffe Institute for Advanced Study, Harvard University

Monday, October 27, 2008

**Conference**

*Postcolonial Wars: Current Perspectives on the Deferred Violence of Decolonization*

Thursday, October 30, 2008–Friday, October 31, 2008

**Advanced Seminar**

*Emergent Seeing and Knowing: Mapping Practices of Participatory Visual Methods*

Wendy Luttrel, Harvard Graduate School of Education; Richard Chalfen, Children's Hospital, Boston

November 13–15, 2008

**2008–2009 Lecture in the Sciences**

*Cancer Chemotherapy: An Unfolding Story*

Luke Whitesell, 2005–2006 Grass Fellow at the Radcliffe Institute, Whitehead Institute for Biomedical Research

Monday, November 17, 2008

**2008–2009 Rama S. Mehta Lecture**

*Stone Her to Death? Why? Defending Women within Sharia Courts*

Hauwa Ibrahim, 2008–2009 Rita E. Hauser Fellow at the Radcliffe Institute, Aries Law Firm, Nigeria

Monday, November 24, 2008

**2008–2009 Julia S. Phelps Annual Lecture in Art and the Humanities**

*The Health of Poetry*


Tuesday, December 2, 2008

**Exploratory Seminar**

*Unexplored Sex Differences in Cardiovascular Disease*

Paula Johnson, Harvard Medical School; Janet Rich-Edwards, Harvard Medical School; Jill M. Goldstein, Harvard Medical School

December 3–4, 2008

**Exploratory Seminar**

*Up Against Family Law Exceptionalism*

Janet Halley, Harvard Law School; Brenda Cossman, University of Toronto; Kerry Rittich, University of Toronto

January 22–24, 2009

**Exploratory Seminar**


A. Lindsay Frazier, Harvard Medical School, Harvard School of Public Health; Tamarra James Todd, Harvard School of Public Health

February 5–6, 2009

**Exploratory Seminar**

*Statistical Modeling for Networks in the Biological, Computational, and Social Sciences*

Joseph K. Blitzstein, Harvard University; Xiao-Li Meng, Harvard University; Edoardo Airoldi, Harvard University

February 6–7, 2009

**2008–2009 Lecture in the Sciences**

*Tiny Conspiracies: Cell-to-Cell Communication in Bacteria*

Bonnie Bassler, Princeton University

Cosponsored by the Microbial Sciences Initiative at Harvard

Monday, February 23, 2009

**Exploratory Seminar**

*Searching for Dark Matter: A Unified Approach*

Christopher Stubbs, Harvard University; Richard Gaitskell, Brown University; Peter Fisher, Massachusetts Institute of Technology

February 26–28, 2009

**Conference**

*Gender and the Law: Unintended Consequences, Unsettled Questions*

Thursday, March 12, 2009–Friday, March 13, 2009
2008–2009 Dean’s Lecture Series and Lecture in the Sciences
Skin Stem Cells: Biology and Clinical Promise
Elaine Fuchs, Rebecca C. Lancefield Professor in Mammalian Cell Biology and Development, the Rockefeller University; Investigator, Howard Hughes Medical Institute Cohosted by the Center for Systems Biology/Molecular and Cellular Biology/Center for Brain Science Seminar Series
Thursday, March 19, 2009

Exploratory Seminar
Cooperation and Human Systems Design
Yochai Benkler, Harvard Law School; David Parkes, Harvard University
March 26–28, 2009

Exploratory Seminar
Humanitarian Demining
Robert D. Howe, Harvard School of Engineering and Applied Sciences; Thrishantha Nanayakkara RI ’09, Harvard School of Engineering and Applied Sciences
April 3–4, 2009

Science Symposium
Improving Decision Making: Interdisciplinary Lessons from the Natural and Social Sciences
Linda Babcock, Carnegie Mellon University; Antoine Bechara, University of Southern California; Daniel Gilbert, Harvard University; Eric Horvitz, Microsoft Research; Dean Karian, Yale University; George Loewenstein, Carnegie Mellon University; Rosalind Segal, Radcliffe Institute for Advanced Study, Harvard Medical School, Dana-Farber Cancer Institute; Eldar Shafir, Princeton University; Leigh Thompson, Kellogg School of Management, Northwestern University
Friday, April 17, 2009

Exploratory Seminar
The Politics and Philology of Security
Marc Shell, Harvard University; John Hamilton, Columbia University
April 24–25, 2009

2008–2009 Dean’s Lecture Series
‘The Mother Too Hath Her Title’: John Locke on Motherhood and Equality
Jeremy Waldron, University Professor, New York University School of Law
Monday, April 27, 2009

2008–2009 Dean’s Lecture Series
Freedom from Imagination
Susan Stewart, Annan Professor of English, Princeton University
Monday, May 4, 2009

Exploratory Seminar
The Rhetoric of Resemblance
Stephanie Sandler, Harvard University; Cathy Popkin, Columbia University
May 8–9, 2009

Advanced Seminar
The Scholar and the Archives: Strategies for Reading Islamic Court Records
Cemal Kaftadar, Harvard University; Beshara Doumani RI ’08, University of California at Berkeley
May 14–16, 2009

Exploratory Seminar
Locomotion/Emotion: Human Perception of Complex Movement
Christine Dakin RI ’08, Independent Artist; Jane Wang RI ’08, Cornell University
May 18–21, 2009

Advanced Seminar
On History and Deep Time
Daniel L. Smail, Harvard University; Andrew Shryock, University of Michigan
May 29–30, 2009

Exploratory Seminar
Undocumented and Unaccompanied Children: Building Bridges Among Academics, Activists, and Practitioners
Susan J. Terrio RI ’06, Georgetown University
June 17–20, 2009

Exploratory Seminar
Postcolonial Music Studies
Ingrid Monson, Harvard University; Olivia Bloechl, University of California at Los Angeles; Sindhumathi Revuluri, Harvard University
June 25–27, 2009

Exploratory Seminar
The Encyclopedic Impulse in Early Modern Europe
Christopher D. Johnson, Harvard University; Tom Conley, Harvard University
June 25–27, 2009

Exploratory Seminar
Surrealism and Non-Normative Sexualities
Brad Epps, Harvard University; Susan Suleiman RI ’06, Harvard University
July 22–25, 2009

Exploratory Seminar
Nocturnal Histories: Witchcraft and the Shamanic Legacy of Pre-Christian Europe
Stephen A. Mitchell RI ’05, Harvard University; Neil Price, University of Aberdeen, Scotland
August 3–7, 2009

Exploratory Seminar
History of Reading across Cultures: The Jewish Book and Its Readers in Early Modern Europe
Magda Teter RI ’08, Wesleyan University; Rachel Greenblatt, Harvard University
August 23–25, 2009

ALUMNAE/I EVENTS
Let Me Down Easy
Friday, October 10, 2008
**Class of 1959 Luncheon**
Marilyn Dunn, executive director of the Schlesinger Library, spoke.
Schlesinger Library on the History of Women in America
Thursday, October 23, 2008

“Drugs and Mexico: The Epidemic Across the Border”
Alma Guillermoprieto, 2006–2007 Rita E. and Gustav M. Hauser Fund Fellow, University of Chicago
Hosted by Mari De Costa Terman ’57, in Wilmette, Illinois.
Sunday, October 26, 2008

**Radcliffe Exchange**
*Britain’s War on Poverty*
Jane Waldfogel, 2008–2009 Marion Cabot Putnam Memorial Fellow, Columbia University School of Social Work
Harvard Club of New York
Friday, October 31, 2008

**Portrait Unveiling of Drew Faust**
Founding dean of the Radcliffe Institute and president of Harvard University
Schlesinger Library on the History of Women in America
Monday, November 10, 2008

“Capturing a Moment in Time”
Thursday, November 20, 2008

“Carjacked: Americans and Their Automobiles”
Harvard Club of New York City
Wednesday, February 25, 2009

**Radcliffe Associates Brunch**
Chez Mimi Restaurant, Los Angeles
Sunday, March 22, 2009

**Radcliffe Associates Lunch**
With remarks by Barbara J. Grosz, dean, Radcliffe Institute for Advanced Study, and Higgins Professor of Natural Sciences, Harvard School of Engineering and Applied Sciences; Nancy F. Cott, Carl and Lily Pforzheimer Foundation Director, Arthur and Elizabeth Schlesinger Library on the History of Women in America, and Jonathan Trumbull Professor of American History, Faculty of Arts and Sciences
Francis Club, San Francisco
Monday, March 23, 2009

**Radcliffe Exchange**
*Defending Women in Islamic Sharia Courts*
Hosted by Marjorie Press Lindblom ’71, Kirkland & Ellis, New York City
Tuesday, March 31, 2009

**Literary Soiree**
Benjamin Markovits, 2008–2009 Constance E. Smith Fellow, Royal Holloway, University of London (England); Elizabeth McCracken, 2008–2009 Frieda L. Miller Fellow, independent writer (United States)
Hosted by Caroline Minot Bell ’77 and George D. Bell, Jr. ’79, in Brookline, Massachusetts
Tuesday, April 14, 2009

**Radcliffe Exchange**
*American Feminism’s Mother-Daughter Problem*
Friday, April 17, 2009

**Radcliffe Associates Dinner**
*Voices: A Sung Literature*
New York City
Tuesday, April 21, 2009

**Class of 1954 Luncheon**
Mary Maples Dunn, 2001–2002 Radcliffe Institute fellow; former director, Schlesinger Library; and former acting dean, Radcliffe Institute, New York City
Tuesday, April 28, 2009

**Radcliffe Associates Dinner**
With remarks from Marilyn Dunn, executive director, Schlesinger Library; Carol Espy-Wilson, 2008–2009 Sargent-Faull Fellow, University of Maryland at College Park; Mona Lena Krook, 2008–2009 Hrdy Fellow, Washington University in St. Louis; Joanne Rappaport, 2008–2009 Matina S. Horner Distinguished Visiting Professor, Georgetown University, Cambridge, Massachusetts
Wednesday, April 29, 2009

**Ann Radcliffe Society Luncheon**
Sunday, May 3, 2009

**Strawberry Tea**
Presentation of the Captain Jonathan Fay Prize, Barbara J. Grosz, dean, Radcliffe Institute for Advanced Study, and Higgins Professor of Natural Sciences, Harvard School of Engineering and Applied Sciences, Faculty Room, University Hall, Harvard University
Sunday, May 17, 2009

**Radcliffe Reunions 2009**
Monday, June 1, 2009–Friday, June 5, 2009

**Dean’s Dinner**
Radcliffe reunion classes of 1959 and older
Presentation of Distinguished Service Awards, Barbara J. Grosz
Radcliffe Gymnasium, Radcliffe Yard
Thursday, June 4, 2009

**Radcliffe Day 2009**
Friday, June 5, 2009
$1,000,000 +
William A. Shutzer AB ’69, MBA ’72 and Fay L. Shutzer
Anonymous (1)

$500,000-$999,999
Caroline Minot Bell AB ’77 and George D. Bell Jr. AB ’79
Estate of Joanna Bradt AB ’32
RoAnn Costin AB ’74 and James N. Bailey AB ’69, MBA ’72, JD ’73
Diana L. Nelson AB ’84
Estate of Beatrice B. Silber PHD ’53

$100,000-$249,999
Linda J. Greenhouse AB ’68
Estate of Eleanor M. Hadley AM ’43, PHD ’49
Phyllis G. Cox Irrevocable Trust

$50,000-$99,999
Nancy P. Aronson AB ’56
Joan Bentinck-Smith AB ’47, AM ’51, PHD ’58
Terrie F. Bloom AB ’75, MBA ’81 and Bradley M. Bloom AB ’75, MBA ’79
Melva Denise Christian AB ’54
Cynthia G. Colin AB ’54
Shirley B. Daniels AB ’48
Sidney R. Knafel AB ’52, MBA ’54
Estate of Roberta Gleiter Logie AB ’44, HRP ’54
Margaret K. Blodgett Foundation
Elizabeth Fleischner Rosenman AB ’54
Amy E. Russo AB ’79
M. L. Scudder AB ’59 and David W. Scudder AB ’57
Dorothy L. G. Souvaine AB ’64, AM ’66
Estate of Franklin A. Yates AB ’37

$25,000-$49,999
Jane Carpenter Bradley AB ’49 and John M. Bradley
Mary Chatfield AB ’58, MBA ’72
Paul J. Finnegan AB ’75, MBA ’82 and Mary M. Finnegan
J. Alan Galbraith AB ’63
Gregory Family Trust
Faith Mackey Holland AB ’49
Leslie P. Hume AB ’69
Adam H. Litke AB ’84
Harriet Backus Todd AB ’64

$10,000-$24,999
Estate of Judith E. Auerbach AB ’40
Penelope Parkman Biggs AB ’59
Judith Kapstein Brodsky AB ’54
Katherine States Burke AB ’79 and T. R. Burke
Elizabeth Smith Cashin AB ’75 and Richard M. Cashin Jr. AB ’75, MBA ’80
Julia Child Foundation for Gastronomy and the Culinary Arts
Barry J. Cohen AB ’74, MBA ’77, JD ’77 and Joyce K. Cohen
Estate of Eleanor M. Hadley AM ’43, PHD ’49
Seymour Falkow and Florence Falkow
Estate of Margery Somers Foster PHD ’58
Alice Geller and Scott A. Levine AB ’71
Marillyn Wood Hill and John A. Hill
Swanee Hunt
Ralph M. James MBA ’82
Carol Brock Kenney AB ’69 and Jerome Paul Kenney
Mary Dix Kneip AB ’50
Eileen L. McDonagh AM ’66, PHD ’72, BF ’75 and Robert Davoli
Kate Becker Morrison AB ’54
Melanie M. Niemiec AB ’71, MBA ’75 and David W. Niemiec AB ’72, MBA ’74
Estate of Arthur S. Pederson
Carol K. Pforzheimer RAD ’31
Rosa S. Rasiel AB ’56 and Amram Rasiel
Robert F. Rothschild AB ’50
Estate of Harriet C. Rouse AM ’56, PHD ’61
Deborah Fiedler Stiles AB ’69, JD ’74
Estate of Shirley Stowe AB ’47
Susan S. Wallach AB ’68, JD ’71 and Kenneth L. Wallach AB ’68, JD ’72
Priscilla Bacon Woods AB ’64 and Ward W. Woods, Jr.
Anonymous (1)

$5,000-$9,999
Lucy Emory Ambach AB ’61
Kim A. Bendheim AB ’81
Cynthia Brott Biasca AB ’48 and Frank E. Biasca
Estate of Sandra Biloon AB ’51
Ann D. Braude
Anne Reeder Broderick SB ’44
Joan Challinor
Fay Chandler
Jane Rogers Clark AB ’77 and Jonathan P. Gertler
Amey Amory DeFriez AB ’49
Susan Donner AB ’84
Harriett M. Eckstein AB ’55
Phyllis Trustman Gelfman AB ’56
Catherine A. Gellert AB ’53
Mary Combie Gellert HRP ’57
Susan L. Graham AB ’64 and Mathea Falco AB ’65, IAF ’06
Kathryn E. Cade AB ’70
The Estate of Doris S. Cherlow AM ’47 and Bernard Cherlow
John S. Connolly Jr.
Deborah E. Cooper AB ’75, JD ’78
Brit J. d’Arbeloff
Rosina Berry Dixon AB ’64
Kathryn Emmett AB ’66
Matheal Balco AB ’65, IAF ’06
Alice N. Finn AB ’84, JD ’88
Robin S. Freedberg AB ’75
Elizabeth Goddard AB ’74
Hanna Holborn Gray PHD ’57
Elizabeth Campbell Heide AB ’60
Mary-Stewart Wilsbach Hubert AB ’48
Michiko Inoue PHD ’64
Ethel Noland Jackson AB ’66 and David A. Jackson AB ’64
Margaret Kemeny AB ’68
Barbara Newman Kravitz AB ’52, EDM ’53
Ellen McHugh La Follette AB ’54
Marjorie Press Lindblom AB ’71
Fanny Curtis Luke AB ’51
Mary Mercer Luria AB ’64
Thomas H. Mahoney IV AB ’73 and Emily A Chien
Radcliffe Class of 1949
Catherine Searle Renault AB ’56
Elizabeth Hall Richardson AB ’59
Cara W. Robertson AB ’90
Molly Narens Ross AB ’72
Nancy-Beth Gordon Sheerr AB ’71
Nancy Bentinck-Smith Soulette AB ’67
Nancy Harp Spore AB ’61
Linda Stafford-Burrows AB ’81

www.radcliffe.edu
Cynthia Carmichael Daley AB ’59 and Leo H. Daley
The Dammann Fund, Inc.
Victoria Stocker Davis AB ’38
Kate Woodbridge Denning AB ’60
Alisa Robbins Doctoroff AB ’80 and Daniel L. Doctoroff AB ’80
Mary McEwen Doll AB ’62
Jeanne F. Downs AB ’84 and Benjamin T. Downs AB ’84
Lisa Erdberg ’69
Deborah L. Evangelakos AB ’80
Gertrude E. Faillace AB ’44
Rosemary Faulkner AB ’61
Ruth Storey Felton AB ’50
Lawrence M. Fishman AB ’55, MD ’60
David H. Folkman AB ’57, MBA ’60
Margaret Pellett Fuerstenau AB ’54
Sharon Elliott Gagnon AM ’65, PHD ’72
Patricia A. Ganz AB ’69
Lueva T. Gelb
Wendy R. Gimbel
Anne C. Goldberg AB ’73
Beth L. Golden AB ’83
Joan Edelman Goody MAR ’60
Jamie S. Gorelick AB ’72, JD ’75
Barbara Robohm Gray AB ’54 and Chester L. Gray, Jr. AB ’54, JD ’60
Elizabeth T. Gray AB ’74, JD ’84
Sharman Haley AB ’73
Susan S. Harding AB ’64
Roberta Karmel Harrison AB ’59
Caren Alyson Heller AB ’73
Lea Paine Hightet AB ’88
Marguerite West Hiser HRP ’56
Mary S. Holland AB ’73
Victoria Sarkisian Hoplamazian RAD ’46
Caroline Parker Hoppin RAD ’59, MAT ’67
Maisie Kinnicutt Houghton AB ’62
Sherrill Mulliken Houghton AB ’64
Joan Morthland Hutchins AB ’61
Mary Lee Ingbar SB ’46, AM ’48, PHD ’53, MPH ’56
John Wright Ingraham AB ’52, MBA ’57
Aileen Jacobson AB ’69
Rachel Jacoff AM ’60, BF ’82
Diana Jorjorian Johnson AB ’54
Victoria A. Judson AB ’77, JD ’81
Ann R. Karnovsky AB ’52, EDM ’60, PHD ’73
Mary Frances Keefe AB ’64
Nancy Boghossian Keeler AB ’62
Andrea Miller Keller AB ’63
Sally Kingsberg Keller AB ’80, JD ’83
Rachel V. Kemp AB ’79, MPA ’99
Steven P. Ketchpel AB ’93
Anne Earle Knight SB ’46
Judy Shatkin Knight AB ’88
Marie H. Kohler AB ’73
Charlotte V. Kuh AB ’66 and Roy Radner
Karen D. Lease AB ’76
Christiania Leonard AB ’59 and John Kulda
Ann Berger Lesk AB ’68
Lori E. Lesser AB ’88, JD ’93
Lois Jaffin Levine AB ’55
Kelly Klegar Levy AB ’85
Linda Cabot Black Foundation
Anne Wood Lipner HRP ’63 and Steven B. Lipner
Linda Greenman London AB ’55
George M. Lovejoy Jr. AB ’51
Sally H. Lunt EDD ’74
JoAnn E. Manso AB ’75, MPH ’84, DPH ’87
Kayalyn A. Marafioti AB ’76
Suzanne Tholen Marquard AB ’72
Catherine Stuart May AB ’75
Linnea Stenquist McAllister AB ’63
Ferrell Page McClean AB ’68
Deborah C. McLean AB ’76, MBA ’79 and Keith L. Kearney
Pota Lewis Meier AB ’47
Henrietta Nichols Meyer RAD ’48
Nancy Meyer AB ’76 and Marc N. Weiss
Nancy Stafford Milburn AB ’49, PHD ’59 and Richard H. Milburn AB ’48, AM ’51, PHD ’54
Carol Smith Miller AB ’74
Linda B. Miller AB ’59
Nancy Milliken AB ’74
Karen Gordon Mills AB ’75, MBA ’77
Phyllis Moen RF ’01
Mary Ellen Hoke Moir AB ’79
Antonieta Monaldi AB ’90
Karen Nelson Moore AB ’70, JD ’73
Norma Levin Moore AB ’68
Anne Murray Morgan SB ’46
Jane Gleason Morse AB ’64
Melinda Sick Munger AB ’94, EDM ’01
Suzanne Young Murray AB ’62
Mary W. Nelson AB ’68, JD ’74
New Mexico Community Foundation
Claire Fleming Newman AB ’88 and Phillip B. Newman IV AB ’88
William A. Oates AB ’38, AM ’40, EDD ’68
Megumi Oka AB ’81
Margaret Padnos AB ’70 and Jeffrey S. Padnos AB ’70, MBA ’74
Susan Putnam Peck AB ’75, SM ’87, SD ’91
Gary M. Pfohzheimer AB ’84, MBA ’91
Barbara Hansen Pierce AB ’68
Kathleen Gordon Putnam AB ’73
Ruth Creidenberg Rabb AB ’37
Luce L. Reiss AB ’59, MD ’63
Lois Dickson Rice AB ’54
Barbara C. Rimbach AB ’39, HRP ’42
Linda Roberts AB ’54
Tamara Elliott Rogers AB ’74
Phyllis Rose AB ’64, PHD ’70
Lavinia Rosenthal AB ’56

$1,000–$2,499
Janet B. Abrams AB ’83
Stephanie Wecker Abramson AB ’66
Elizabeth Thomas Anderson Mayer AB ’65, MD ’69
Linda Washington Armstrong AB ’84
Nicole Sinek Amaboldi AB ’80, JD ’84, MBA ’84
Jean Harper Artin AB ’59
Janet Titus Boden Bagg AB ’55
Sharyn R. Bahn MAT ’71
Lotte Bailyn AM ’53, PHD ’56
Elinor Bernstein Balka AB ’62
Penelope K. Bardel AB ’62, LLB ’66
Harriet Clarke Barry AB ’54
Estate of Hope Bartlett Bello AB ’20
Jack F. Bennett AM ’49, PHD ’51
Lauren Blum AB ’81
Brenda Gordon Borovoy AB ’60
Jane R. Borthwick AB ’76, MBA ’84
Polly Lewis Bradley AB ’54
Ann Wagner Brandon AB ’66
Suzanne Simon Brotman AB ’52
Gillian Geerlings Brown AB ’54
A’Leila P. Bundles AB ’74
Mary Lothrop Bundy AB ’46
Joyce Bush AB ’52
Patrick Butler AB ’53, PHD ’68
Caroline W. Bynum RAD ’62, AM ’63, PHD ’69, BF ’84
Ellen Cabot AB ’64
Anne Tyler Calabresi AB ’56
Laura L. Calhoun AB ’68
Brenda Haram Canedy AB ’54
Sarah Carey AB ’60
Lois Malakoff Carswell AB ’53, HRP ’54
Joan Coobrn Casini AB ’70
Beverly Fanger Chase AB ’70
Gloria Wong Chau AB ’85
Julia W. Cheever AB ’66
Teresa Mabel Chen AB ’64
Joan Kennedy Clapp AB ’54
Claire Gorham Cohen AB ’56
Committee for the Equality of Women at Harvard
Jane F. Condon EDM ’74 and Kenneth Gilbert Bartels AB ’73, MBA ’76
Margaret O. Cromwell
Amanda B. Cross AB ’73
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Judith Sandra Kessler AB ’84
Siew-Ean Khoo AB ’72, SM ’74, SD ’77
Maryanne King AB ’70
Frances Kissling RF ’08
Joanna G. Knobler AB ’72
Patricia Baker Koechlin AB ’45
Douglas A. Kohl AB ’80
Sandra Clark Kolb AB ’68
Pauline Skornicki Kra RAD ’55
Miriam Parker Kramer AB ’54
Susan Sosland Kurtz AB ’35 and
Richard L. Kramer
Elizabeth Castenholz Kuehner AB ’60
Jane C. Kulik AB ’78
Helen D. Lally AB ’68
Dorothia H. Lalonde RAD ’59
Suzanne Steinbock Larsen AB ’58
Lucille Chang Lee SM ’57
Laura Lemnihan AB ’74
Mary Y. Lithgow and John A. Lithgow AB ’67
Katharine J. Lloyd AB ’59
Clara St John Longstreth AB ’59
M. Louise Macnair AB ’25
Laura L. Malby AB ’72, EDD ’92
David G. Margolis AB ’54
Norma Glazer Markson AB ’54
Isabella Edwards Martin AB ’64
Christina Maslach AB ’67
Katharine Merk McNally AB ’54
Jennifer Prescott McLean AB ’59
Katharine Miller McLaughlin AB ’54
Jean Pulis McNeal AB ’59
Cheryl Cynthia McQueen AB ’74
Barbara Graf Meyer AB ’62
Cynthia P. Miller AB ’59
David B. Miller AB ’78
Joan Chappell Miller SM ’57
Victoria Pearson Miller AB ’56
Anne Humphrey Minas AB ’59, AM ’62, PHD ’67
Reenie Michelson Minsky AB ’53
Kyra Gordon Montague AB ’59
Valerie Lynn Moore AB ’79
Alice Blank Morgan AB ’61, PHD ’67
Eleanor Jones Morris RAD ’41
Ann E. Morrison AB ’78
Ann H. Murphy
Heather J. Murray AB ’67
Caroline Barker Nash
Winifred White Neisser AB ’74
Madeleine Conroni Nelson AB ’67
Kathleen Newland AB ’72
Anne Nobles AB ’78, AM ’79
Laura K. Oberdorfer AB ’53
Martha Elizabeth Ortiz AB ’83
Sara E. Oseasohn AB ’74, MAR ’77
Adelisa L. Panlilio AB ’69, MPH ’88
Jane R. Parnes AB ’72, MD ’76
Phoebe Keith Parsons AB ’62
Silvana B. Pascucci AB ’83, JD ’86
Rosalie DiScuillo Peirce AB ’59
Alice Wood Pepper AB ’49 and
John B. Pepper
Joan Braverman Pinck AB ’50, BF ’69
Sara Spiro Portnoy AB ’46 †
Jean Michele Prewitt AB ’70
Anne E. Putnam AB ’73
Noel M. Ragsdale AB ’56
Helen Martin Raisz AB ’48
Merrill S. Randol AB ’69
Rosalinda Reynolds Ratajczak AB ’66
Judith Mebane Ray AB ’68 and William J. Ray
Elizabeth Buxton Reilly AB ’65
Christine Duffy Rogers AB ’77
Louise Bell Rogers AB ’59, SM ’69
Irene Rosenberg AB ’78
Laura A. Rosenbury AB ’92, JD ’97
Jane Strashun Rothbaum AB ’40
Jennifer C. Sage AB ’78
Julia C. Schieffelin AB ’65
Beth Bernstein Schneider AB ’74
Amy E. Schwartz AB ’84
Jean H. Scott AB ’49
Ellen Seidman AB ’69
Margaret Lestina Sellers AB ’59
Craig E. Shank AB ’81
Samuel Oscar Sheagren AB ’86
Robert W. Simpson Jr. AB ’66
Mary Gabrielle Sprague AB ’79
Meredith Dietrich Steinhaus AB ’73 and
David M. Steinhaus AB ’73, MD ’77
Francis E. Storer Jr.
Eileen Storey AB ’73, MPH ’78, MD ’78
Anna Maria Vita Storniolo AB ’77 and
Joel C. Scherer AM ’75
Natasha Pearl Stowe AB ’82, MBA ’89
Margaret Auchincloss Strachan AB ’68
Jean Gleason Stromberg LLB ’68
Lucy Barber Stroock AB ’63
Miriam Sukner AB ’39
Susan Anderson Talbot AB ’52
Phoebe Steele Telser AB ’58
Mary L. Thompson AB ’83
Mary Ellen Thomsen AB ’54
Mary Pennington Weatherall AB ’52
Cornelia Tanner Webb AB ’79
Nancy Boyd Webb AB ’54
Margaret E. R. Webber AB ’56
Constance Biller Weiss AB ’55
Natalie L. Wexler AB ’76
Katherine Blodgett Winter AB ’63
Astrid Bernz Witschi AM ’64, PHD ’71
Carolyn Grand Wolf AB ’62
Shirley Woo AB ’91
Anna M. Wu AB ’75
Cora E. Yamamoto AB ’75
Jean McConkey Yeager AB ’49
Gwill E. York AB ’79, MBA ’84
Nora S. Zabriskie AB ’82
Rya W. Zobel AB ’53, LLB ’56
Anonymous (3)

$250-$499
R. Louise Fisher Abbot AB ’49
Janet Kei Adachi AB ’74
Ellen Robertie Adolph AB ’54
Markie Abbott Akins AM ’50
Alice Johnson Brown Trust AB ’25
Robin J. Allan AB ’01
Barbara Blessing Allen AB ’52
Marcia Frank Allina AB ’56
Kathleen P. Allyn AB ’72
Nancy Delaney Alvor AB ’44
Abeer Alwan RF ’07
Joyce Bisbee Andrews AB ’53
Lorraine Marta Aronson AB ’72
Elizabeth A. Arrington AB ’81
Christopher Stewart Auguste AB ’80, JD ’83
Angela La Guardia Barnes AB ’59
Alexandra Sartori Bartlett AB ’62, AM ’67, PHD ’67
Noelle Blackmer Beatty AB ’54
Linda Liu Behar AB ’68
Patricia Lohse Beit AB ’53
Barbara Bell AB ’44, AM ’48, PHD ’51
Louise Polikoff Belsky AB ’90
Eva Marie Bendix Leonard AB ’44, AM ’51
Marian C. Bennett AB ’66
Sandra J. Berbeco
Francesca Pardo Berger AB ’91
Kristina A. Bicher AB ’85
Shirley Booth Blancke HRP ’59
Margot Campbell Bogert RAD ’65
Ellen Naylor Bouton AB ’62
Judith Farris Bowman AB ’61
Shannon Elizabeth Brigham-Hill AB ’91
Elizabeth Schoenberg Brody AB ’53
Hester Moore Brooks AB ’59, EDD ’95
Rosalie Skolnik Budnoff AB ’49
Elizabeth Bullitt AB ’71
Katharine Muller Bullitt AB ’46
Maria G. Carmona AB ’85
Leslie Carroll AB ’85
Alida J. Castillo-Freeman AB ’83, MPP ’88
Maria Y. Chansky AB ’89
Valerie E. Charlton AB ’67, MD ’71
Jane Lee Chen AB ’62
Sylvia T. Chen AB ’87
Jennifer Childs-Roshak AB ’86
Ruth Elise Chodrow AB ’73
Virginia Ruth Clark HRP ’54
Susan Brock Cleverdon AB ’65
Grace Kennan Warnecke AB ’54
Alaka Wali AB ’74
Lucy Vaill
James W. Toy
Leigh B. Toner AB ’91
Patricia Ann Toland AB ’87
Sigrid Lemlein Tishler AB ’60
Thankful Bailey Thornburrow AB ’61, AM ’63
Magda Teter RF ’08
Kathryn A. Taylor AB ’80
Rebecca Miller Sykes AB ’73
Jane Sunderland AB ’78
Laura R. Stone AB ’79
Fiona B. T. Stephenson AB ’90
Laura R. Stone AB ’79
Mary Bruchholz Strauss AB ’49
Janet T. St. Goar AB ’77
Margaret Ronan Stack AB ’60
Nancy Page Stecker
Society of Women Engineers, Boston Section
Joan Feinberg Berns
Jessica Fuchs Berkowitz AB ’79
Nancy Margolis Berkley MAT ’62
Faith Heward Berghuis AB ’57
Jean Reddell Berggren AB ’62
Sheila Berg HRP ’49 and Irvin G. Berg
Janet Pinkney Bensick AB ’70
Jean Bennett AB ’69, MAT ’72
Diana Nylund Bennett AB ’55
Nancy E. Bennet AB ’72, MD ’79
Nancy Mayer Benegas AB ’88
Margaret Thomas Bender AB ’55, MAT ’56
Talah Werbner Bellin AB ’55
Margaret Thomas Bender AB ’55, MAT ’56
Nancy Mayer Benegas AB ’88
Nancy E. Bennet AB ’72, MD ’79
Diana L. Scott AB ’81
Ann Besser Scott AB ’55
Mary Anne Schwalbe AB ’55
Nancy Astor Fox AB ’87
Rachel L. Alter AB ’83, EDM ’92
Wendy Elizabeth Allyn AB ’87
Lydia Allen-Berry AB ’78
Joanne Mary Alla AB ’76
Carol Beverly Allen AB ’75
Lydia Allen-Berry AB ’78
Wendy Elizabeth Allyn AB ’87
Kathryn A. Taylor AB ’80
Melissa Bayer Teamney AB ’88, JD ’91
Magda Teter RF ’08
Thankful Bailey Thornburrow AB ’61, AM ’63
Sigrid Lemlein Tishler AB ’60
Patricia Ann Toland AB ’87
Becky Miller Sykes AB ’73
Kathryn A. Taylor AB ’80
Melissa Bayer Teamney AB ’88, JD ’91
Ann Page Stecker
Society of Women Engineers, Boston Section
Joan Feinberg Berns
Jessica Fuchs Berkowitz AB ’79
Nancy Margolis Berkley MAT ’62
Julie Ann Becker SM ’89
Sarah W. Beck AB ’90, EDM ’97, EDD ’02
Meredith W. Beck AB ’77
Sarah W. Beck AB ’80, EDM ’97, EDD ’02
Julie Ann Becker SM ’89
Muriel L. Bedrick
Camille L. Bedrosian AB ’74, MD ’83
William B. Beekman AB ’71
Ilona Isaacson Bell AB ’69, BF ’89
Monique S. Bell AB ’03
Marie Bellantoni AB ’83
Talah Werbner Bellin AB ’55
Margaret Thomas Bender AB ’55, MAT ’56
Nancy Mayer Benegas AB ’88
Nancy E. Bennet AB ’72, MD ’79
Diana Nylund Bennett AB ’55
Jean Bennett AB ’69, MAT ’72
Janet Pinkney Bensick AB ’70
Sheila Berg HRP ’49 and Irvin G. Berg
Jean Reddell Berggren AB ’62
Faith Heward Berghuis AB ’57
Nancy Margolis Berkley MAT ’62
Jessica Fuchs Berkowitz AB ’79
Joan Feinberg Berns

Helen B. Wasserman AB ’51
Dorothy Gaites Wellington AB ’43
Lucy Pullen Werner HRP ’61
Marion Symington Werner AB ’68
Martha Thomas West AB ’63
Carmen Huse Wheeler AB ’49
Bonnie Richardson White AB ’59
Mary Britton Williams AB ’47
Mary E. Wilson
Elizabeth H. Wilshire AB ’82
Ellen Winner AB ’69, PhD ’78, BF ’99
Mary H. Winslow AB ’52, EDM ’57, EDD ’68
Kathryn Pierrepont Winter AB ’57
Mary Lynch Witkowski AB ’96, MBA ’01
Suzanne Watson Wood AB ’49
Benjamin Tappan Wright SB ’44
Patricia A. Wynn AB ’67
Grace Wyshak SM ’56, BF ’78
Anonymous (3)

$100-$249
C. L. Abbott
Molly B. Aboud AB ’94
Fern Shader Abrams AB ’50
Lisa Abrams AB ’87
Rebecca D. Abrams AB ’86
Robert H. Abzug AB ’67
Lauren Ackland AB ’67
Jeanne Heise Adams AB ’51
Constance Snyder Agarwal AB ’65
Constance E. Ahara AB ’58, SM ’65
Yuko Aimi AB ’87
Ellen Patterson Aisenbrey AB ’74
Nancy Christian Albert AB ’83
Carolyn F. Aldredge MD ’64, BF ’70
Joanne Mary Alla AB ’76
Carol Beverly Allen AB ’75
Lydia Allen-Berry AB ’78
Viji Tewary Allyn AB ’87
Kathryn A. Taylor AB ’80
Melissa Bayer Teamney AB ’88, JD ’91
Magda Teter RF ’08
Thankful Bailey Thornburrow AB ’61, AM ’63
Sigrid Lemlein Tishler AB ’60
Patricia Ann Toland AB ’87
Becky Miller Sykes AB ’73
Kathryn A. Taylor AB ’80
Melissa Bayer Teamney AB ’88, JD ’91
Margaret Ronan Stack AB ’60
Nancy Page Stecker
Society of Women Engineers, Boston Section
Joan Feinberg Berns
Jessica Fuchs Berkowitz AB ’79
Nancy Margolis Berkley MAT ’62
Julie Ann Becker SM ’89
Sarah W. Beck AB ’90, EDM ’97, EDD ’02
Meredith W. Beck AB ’77
Sarah W. Beck AB ’80, EDM ’97, EDD ’02
Julie Ann Becker SM ’89
Muriel L. Bedrick
Camille L. Bedrosian AB ’74, MD ’83
William B. Beekman AB ’71
Ilona Isaacson Bell AB ’69, BF ’89
Monique S. Bell AB ’03
Marie Bellantoni AB ’83
Talah Werbner Bellin AB ’55
Margaret Thomas Bender AB ’55, MAT ’56
Nancy Mayer Benegas AB ’88
Nancy E. Bennet AB ’72, MD ’79
Diana Nylund Bennett AB ’55
Jean Bennett AB ’69, MAT ’72
Janet Pinkney Bensick AB ’70
Sheila Berg HRP ’49 and Irvin G. Berg
Jean Reddell Berggren AB ’62
Faith Heward Berghuis AB ’57
Nancy Margolis Berkley MAT ’62
Jessica Fuchs Berkowitz AB ’79
Joan Feinberg Berns

Catherine E. Badgley AB ’72
Paula Marie Bagger AB ’80
Elizabeth A. Bailey AB ’72
Caroline Bain
Katharine Gratwick Baker AB ’59
Ruth Pearlstein Balder AB ’54
Barbara Whitney Balder AB ’53
Carliss Y. Baldwin MBA ’74, DBA ’77, BF ’81
Deborah Hyde Baldwin AB ’71, EDM ’87, EDD ’92
Susan W. Baldwin AB ’77
Ann Ethel Ball AB ’52
Laima Maria Baltusis AB ’74
Joan Bamberger AM ’59, PhD ’67
Janet Nezhad Band AB ’83, MBA ’89, JD ’90
Patience Outerbridge Banister AB ’67
Richard R Bankhead
Brenda S. Banks
Carol M. Barker AB ’64
Joanne E. Barker AB ’78
Barbara R. Banes AB ’45
Jill Hersey Barr AB ’68
Merrill Jones Barradale AB ’90
Teresa R. Barrera AB ’82
James E. Barrett Jr. AB ’55, MD ’59
Patricia Jeanne Barry AB ’88
Virginia K. Bartlett
Vaughn Castellanos Barton AB ’55, MAT ’56
Rebecca Bascom AB ’75
Suzanne Ranney Bass RAD ’65
Susan Neilid Basu AB ’63
Lisa Hunt Batter AB ’79
Cathleen McCollom Bauschutz AB ’64
Alison Baxter AB ’70
Barbara Rachel Beatty AB ’68, EDM ’73, EDD ’81
James C. Beck AB ’56, MD ’63
Meredith W. Beck AB ’77
Sarah W. Beck AB ’80, EDM ’97, EDD ’02
Julie Ann Becker SM ’89
Muriel L. Bedrick
Camille L. Bedrosian AB ’74, MD ’83
William B. Beekman AB ’71
Ilona Isaacson Bell AB ’69, BF ’89
Monique S. Bell AB ’03
Marie Bellantoni AB ’83
Talah Werbner Bellin AB ’55
Margaret Thomas Bender AB ’55, MAT ’56
Nancy Mayer Benegas AB ’88
Nancy E. Bennet AB ’72, MD ’79
Diana Nylund Bennett AB ’55
Jean Bennett AB ’69, MAT ’72
Janet Pinkney Bensick AB ’70
Sheila Berg HRP ’49 and Irvin G. Berg
Jean Reddell Berggren AB ’62
Faith Heward Berghuis AB ’57
Nancy Margolis Berkley MAT ’62
Jessica Fuchs Berkowitz AB ’79
Joan Feinberg Berns
Michael L. Wachter PHD '70, AM '70
Mary Remey Wadleigh RAD '69
Bridget K. Wagner AB '95, AM '00, PHD '03
Adele Rosen Wainland AB '70
Maravalee H. Wake RF '03
Anthea Wadley AB '73
Lisa M. Walke AB '92
Julia Robinson Walking AB '57, AM '59
Lilla Wacht AB '53
Elizabeth H Wang AB '86
Elizabeth Denny Warner AB '64
Elizabeth D. Warriner AB '61, MAT '62
Zelda Rakowit Wasserman AB '56
Cory A. Waters AM '72, PHD '75
Jennifer Nash Waters AB '72, JD '76
Barbara M. Watson AB '81, MPA '90
Elizabeth Lewis Watson AB '69
David L. Weakland AB '81
Margaret Loomis Weaver AB '44
Holly Reaske Webster AB '60
Marjorie Scharoun Webster AB '85
Barbara Carroll Weiler SB '45
Sylvia Sugarman Weinberg AB '42
Joan Weinryb AB '72, EDM '77
Margaret Epstein Weinstock AB '45
Deborah E. Weinstock-Savoy AB '76
Amelia Farley Weir AB '97
Edward H. Weis AB '67
Deborah J. Weiss
Elisabeth Swan Weitzel HRP '59
Alice Welch AB '53
Patricia A. Welch AB '81
Kathleen Fahey Weider AB '37
Elizabeth B. Welles BF '70
Janet Feldman Werker AB '74
Shauna M. Wertheim AB '81
Ann E. West AB '73
Lindsay Butte West AB '56
Cynthia Jean Wetmore AB '86
D. Sandra Whipple AB '71
Julia S. White HRP '57
Barbara Breasted Whitesides AB '63
Margaret H. Whitfield MAT '57
E. Norrine Whiting-Cendron AB '48
Dorothy Oeste Whitlock AB '68
Susan Boudinot Whitlock AB '84
Jacqueline Whitney AB '78
Ellen B. Widmer AM '74, PHD '81, RF '03
Elizabeth Anne Wiesner AB '72
Carla Jones Williams AB '84
Jean B. Wilson AB '79 and Daniel D. Wilson
Judith A. Wilson AB '58
Katharine Wadsworth Wilson AB '50
Ruth Cooke Wilson AB '54
Elaine M. Wilt AB '69
Beverly Winikoff AB '66, MPH '73
Helen Puro Winston AB '52
Hope Brock Winthrop AB '71
Mary Wiseman Goldstein AM '63
June H. Withington
Margaret Sue Wolfe-Roberts AB '89
Womens Caucus for Political Science
Tracey Jean Wong AB '89
Beverly P. Wood AB '61
Ellen S. Wormser MAT '59
Mark D. Worrell AB '80
Evelyn Boney Wrenn AM '52
Ann S. Wright AB '85
Debra L. Wright-Francis AB '88, MD '92
Alene Wilson Wyatt AB '59
Anne Mary Wyatt-Brown AB '61
Alleen Alexander Wyse AB '77
Rosemarie Yevich AB '68
Cynthia A. Young AB '78 and
James B. Farmer AB '69, JD '75
Diane C. Young AB '77, MD '81
Jeffriamne Susan Young AB '94
John P. Young AB '96
James Youniss RF '02
Ying-Ying T. Yuan PHD '73
Kristen Longenecker Zacharias AB '71
Mary St. J. Zemach AB '52
Kathleen Donnelly Zern AB '93
Margaret MacTavish Zildjian AB '51
Elisabeth Kreins Zuckerwise AB '72
Anonymous (9)

GIFTS IN KIND

John Kendrick Hall
Thomas L. Hall AB '53, MD '57, MPH '61
Kathleen Adler Harms
Deborah Hastings-Black
Peter P. Luce
Henry Morgenthaler III
Margot Hastings Osborne AB '72
Elizabeth Hall Richardson AB '59
Margaret H. Whitfield MAT '57

GIFTS IN KIND

John Kendrick Hall
Thomas L. Hall AB '53, MD '57, MPH '61
Kathleen Adler Harms
Deborah Hastings-Black
Peter P. Luce
Henry Morgenthaler III
Margot Hastings Osborne AB '72
Elizabeth Hall Richardson AB '59
Margaret H. Whitfield MAT '57

ERRATA

The Radcliffe Institute wishes to acknowledge Alice Blank Morgan AB '61, PHD '67, whose name was listed in error, in the $500–$999 gift category in our Fiscal Year 2008 report. Her giving level was $1,000–$2,499.

GIFTS IN MEMORY

John Kendrick Hall
Thomas L. Hall AB '53, MD '57, MPH '61
Kathleen Adler Harms
Deborah Hastings-Black
Peter P. Luce
Henry Morgenthaler III
Margot Hastings Osborne AB '72
Elizabeth Hall Richardson AB '59
Margaret H. Whitfield MAT '57

GIFTS IN KIND

John Kendrick Hall
Thomas L. Hall AB '53, MD '57, MPH '61
Kathleen Adler Harms
Deborah Hastings-Black
Peter P. Luce
Henry Morgenthaler III
Margot Hastings Osborne AB '72
Elizabeth Hall Richardson AB '59
Margaret H. Whitfield MAT '57
GIFTS IN HONOR
Eleanor Derby Drachman AB ’55
Marilyn Dunn
Mary Maples Dunn RF ’01, RF ’02
Lois B. Epstein AB ’55, MD ’59
Drew G. Faust
Laura Jean Greenberg AB ’71
Barbara J. Grosz
Jane Rainie Opel AB ’50, HRP ’51
Carol K. Pforzheimer RAD ’31
Sarah Polimer Raine AB ’40
Tamara Elliott Rogers AB ’74
Mary Anne Schwalbe AB ’55
Joan Workman Stein AB ’56
Mari De Costa Terman AB ’57
Helen B. Wasserman AB ’51

MATCHING GIFTS
The AES Corporation
AIG Corporation
AMD Incorporated
American Electric Power
American Express Foundation
Amgen Foundation, Inc.
Andersen Consulting Foundation
Anheuser-Busch Foundation
AT&T Foundation
Avago Technologies
Bank of America
The Bank of New York Mellon
BD (Becton, Dickinson and Company)
Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation
Bristol-Myers Squibb Foundation
Callaway Golf Company Foundation
Cargill Incorporated
Chevron
The Coca-Cola Foundation, Inc.
Colgate-Palmolive Company
Edison International
Eli Lilly and Company Foundation
Expedia Incorporated
ExxonMobil Foundation
Fidelity Foundation
FM Global Foundation
GEICO Philanthropic Foundation
Genentech
General Electric Foundation
GlaxoSmithKline Foundation
Google
Houghton Mifflin
IBM International Foundation
ING Foundation
Ingersoll-Rand Company
Intel Foundation
John Hancock Financial Services, Inc.
Johnson & Johnson Family of Companies
Contribution Fund
JPMorgan Chase Bank, N.A.
Kirkland & Ellis Foundation

Lockheed Martin Corporation
McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc
The Medtronic Foundation
Merck Company Foundation
MetLife Foundation
Microsoft Corporation
P&G Fund of the Greater Cincinnati
Foundation
Pearson Education
Pfizer
The Prudential Foundation
Sanofi-Aventis
Shell Oil Company Foundation
Sony Corporation of America
Sony Pictures Entertainment, Inc.
Southern California Edison Company
State Street
The William & Flora Hewlett Foundation
Verizon Foundation
Wachovia Foundation
Anonymous (t)
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Valerie Ann Ahrensberry MTS ’79, THD ’86
Elaine Debbie Ammerman AB ’66
Barbara Beatley Anthony AB ’50
Joseph Auerbach AB ’38, LLB ’41
Linda Johnson Barnhart AB ’55, MAT ’72
Renee Guthman Barozzi AB ’40
Charlotte Ch’iu-Fang Bedford
Joan Bentinck-Smith AB ’47, AM ’51, PHD ’58
Jean Berko Gleason AB ’53, AM ’55, PHD ’58
Caroline Franklin Berry AB ’79
Elaine Kotell Binder AB ’60
Susan Storck Binger AB ’53
Winifred Young Blacklow AB ’58 and
Robert S. Blacklow AB ’55, MD ’59
Helen E. Blumen AB ’71
Marian Storrs Bodden AB ’54, EDM ’56
Judith Farris Bowman AB ’61
Jane Carpenter Bradley AB ’49 and
John M. Bradley
Elizabeth Harman Brainard AB ’54
Constance Hammond Branscomb AB ’61
Anne Reeder Broderick SB ’44
Margaret deBeers Brown AB ’65
Janet Olive Buckingham AB ’38
Rosalie Skolnik Budnoff AB ’49
Mary Lothrop Bundy AB ’46
Mary Rose McWilliams Busby AB ’46
Ruth Gallagher Bush AB ’49
Susan Hilles Bush AB ’55, AM ’57,
PHD ’68, BF ’77
Phyllis Freeman Calese AB ’49
Laura L. Calhoun AB ’68
Brenda Haram Canedy AB ’54
Mary Chatfield AB ’58, MBA ’72
Renee Diane Chotiner AB ’70, JD ’74
Helen Bettman Cohen AB ’69
Joyce K. Cohen and
Barry J. Cohen AB ’74, MBA ’77, JD ’77
Cynthia G. Colin AB ’54
Elizabeth Babbott Conant AM ’53, PHD ’56
Margaret Groome Cooke AB ’58
Margaret D. Cooley AB ’61
Pamela Cooper-White AM ’80, MDV ’83,
PHD ’83
Julie E. Coryell AB ’65, AM ’68
Mary E. Costanza AB ’58
Madeline S. Crivello AB ’73
Helen M. Crossley AB ’42
Catherine Maguire Cumpston AB ’46
Judith Slater Cytoob AB ’55
Shirley B. Daniels AB ’48
Margaret Bryan Davis AB ’53, PHD ’57
Amey Amory DeFries AB ’49
Susan Harrington Devogel AB ’71
Victoria J. Dodd AB ’70
Cynthia Codrington Dorgan AB ’46
Jeanne Dinsmore Dreifus AB ’52
Heather Dubrow AB ’66, PHD ’72, BF ’88
Robert A. Duffy
Harriett M. Eckstein AB ’55
Ann Rand Eldridge AB ’57, MAT ’59
Mathew Falco AB ’65
Ruth Storey Felton AB ’50
Bertha Offenbach Fineberg AB ’31
Lucy D. Freedman AB ’70, MAT ’71
Keller Cushing Freeman RAD ’56
Martin S. Fridson AB ’54, MBA ’76
Elko Fukuda AB ’78
Janet Johnson Fullwood HRP ’53
Portia Louise Gage AB ’64
Patty Trustman Gelfman AB ’56
Jean Wilkinson George AB ’40
Madeleine Rowse Gleason AM ’35
Ruth U. Golden AB ’39, EDM ’58
J. Kathleen Greenacre AB ’64, MD ’68
Linda J. Greenhouse AB ’68
Elizabeth Marson Guralnick AB ’41
Jane Ross Hammer
Okhoo Hanes AB ’78 and Ernest C. Hanes
Susan S. Harding AB ’64
Lucia Stein Hatch AB ’57
Kathleen Gregory Henschel AB ’70
Emily M. Hodges AB ’66
Faith Mackey Holland AB ’49
Bonnie Newman Howard AB ’56
Leslie P. Hume AB ’69
Alice Pratt Davison Humez AB ’42
Marion E. James AM '49, PHD '55
Martha McCabe Jarrett AB '53
Virginia Sara Jordan AB '65, SM '66
Carol Brock Kenney AB '69
Elsbeth Cantlay Kerr AB '48
Suzanne Hammel Keusch AB '62
Jonathan M. Keyes AB '57
Lina Toledo Kitsos AB '91
Patricia Baker Koechlin AB '45
Delia Wei Koo AM '42, PHD '47
Maxine Winokur Kumin AB '46, AM '48, BF '63
Hee Ja P. Lee
Ruth J. Levine AB '33
Rosamond Hadley Lincoln AB '46 †
Susanne J. Lodgen AB '62
Margaret Ruth Loss AB '67
Tamar Joy Lowe
Jorie Lester Mark AB '49
Sylvia Maynard AB '44
Mary Lou Allen McGanney AB '61
Doris Meyer AB '63
Deborah Duff Milenkovich AB '58
Linda B. Miller AB '59
Patricia E. Cleary Miller AB '61, BF '94
Susan Kay Miller AB '66
Anne Murray Morgan SB '46
Marjorie Hopffmann Morgan AB '45
Eva Steiner Moseley AM '55
Elizabeth Day Moulton SB '46
Sue Lazo Moyer AB '46
Alice Hastings Murphy AB '38
Janet A. Murphy AB '46
Suzanne Young Murray AB '62
Maureen Needham-Aldrich AB '60
Madeline C. Nelson AB '67
Barbara L. Norton AB '38
Susan Olsen AB '58
Raehua MeimeI Pan AB '70
Adelisa L. Panilillo AB '69, MPH '88
Jill H. Patel AB '70, EDM '72, MBA '79
Donit Paul AB '50
Robert L. Pear AB '71
Alice Wood Pepper AB '49
Isobel Perry AB '49
Veronica Phoenix Peterson AB '44
Barbara Murdoch Phillips AB '38
Lucille Block Poskanzer AB '55
Abigail Aldrich Record AB '66
Amelia Tataronis Riemer AB '29, AM '33 †
Diana L. Rigg AB '58
Barbara C. Rimbach AB '39, HRP '42
Eleanor C. River AB '63, AM '70
Helen A. Rivlin AM '50 †
Elizabeth H. Roorchab AB '35
Marjorie Rice Rosenbaum AB '43
Marie T. Rotti AB '41
Claire Pirani Russell AB '55
Florence Hunter Russell AB '83 †
Katharine C. Sachs AB '70
Richard M. Sallick AB '58
June G. Schechter AB '49
Gertrude Wind Scheft AB '46
Alice Dash Scheuer AB '50
Nancy Wasserman Schneider AB '70
Karen K. Schuler AB '69, JD '72
Alice Neville Seeburg AB '49
Nina Gordon Segre AB '61, MAT '63
Philippa Dunham Shaplin AB '43
Patricia M. W. Sheehan AB '45
Nancy-Beth Gordon Sheerr AB '71
Gilaene A. Shindelman HRP '61
Jane Aresty Silverman AB '67
Dorothy Copeland Silverstein AB '40
Karen J. Simonson AB '76
Sally Faith Dorman Sirotah AB '71
Alice Blackmer Skinner AB '45, PHD '77
Solange P. Skinner
Elisabeth Munro Smith AB '61
Barbara W. Snelling AB '50
Patricia Niddrie Sonnenschein SB '46
Dorothy L. G. Souvain AB '64, AM '66
Mary K. Castle Steinway AB '46
Margaret D. Stock AB '85, JD '92, MPA '01
Anna Maria Vita Storniolo AB '77
Margaret Auckincloss Strachan AB '68
Marcia G. Synnott AB '61
Susan Anderson Talbot AB '52
Anne Drachman Tartaul AB '52
Isabelle Taylor AB '47
Nancy Boxley Tepper AB '53, LLB '58
Mary Ellen Thomsen AB '54
Sheila Tobias AB '57
Harriet Backus Todd AB '64
Margaret Bowers Touborg AB '65, EDM '84
Virginia Townsend AB '34
Joseph E. Trimble RF '01
Constance Trowbridge RAD '58
Ursula Reidy Turano AB '57 and
Anthony Turano, Jr.
Letitia Wheeler Ufford AB '58
Louise Robinson Van Bokkelen AB '45
Sandra Macdonald Venning AB '66
Ruth S. A. Villalovos AB '49
Aileen Ward AM '42, PHD '53, BF '71
Ciji Ware AB '64
Deborah R. Waroff AB '70
Katharine Wadsworth Wilson AB '50
Nancy Lane Wilson AB '47, AM '49
Marilyn Ruth Wilt AB '67
Genevieve B. Wimsatt
Norinne Hayford Winship RAD '44
Anne B. R. Witherby AB '47
Sandra Rosman Wolman AB '55 and
Eric Wolman AB '53, AM '54, PHD '57
Carol Kain Woodbury AB '63
Anonymous (28)
† Deceased
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Falik Fund
McClean Family Fund
The Arleen Carlson and Edna Nelson Endowed Fund
Jane Rainie Opel '50 Fund
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Ann Rand Eldridge ’57, MAT ’59
Janet Wolk Gold HRPBA ’56
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Carla Barron Hewitz ’52, LLB ’55
Anson Wright ’80, SM ’84
Renee M. Landers ’45, HRPBA ’47
Anne Mihelich Knight ’66, AM ’71
Sandra Clark Kolb ’68
Renée M. Landers ’77
Michele Fitzsimmons Levy ’87
Janet Pearl ’87
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